Measuring accurate dietary intake is considered to be an open research problem in the nutrition and health fields. We are developing a system, known as the mobile device food record (mdFR), to automatically identify and quantify foods and beverages consumed based on analyzing meal images captured with a mobile device. The mdFR makes use of a fiducial marker and other contextual information to calibrate the imaging system so that accurate amounts of food can be estimated from the scene. Food identification is a difficult problem since foods can dramatically vary in appearance. Such variations may arise not only from non-rigid deformations and intra-class variability in shape, texture, color and other visual properties, but also from changes in illumination and viewpoint. To address the color consistency problem, this paper describes illumination quality assessment methods implemented on a mobile device and three post color correction methods.
INTRODUCTION
There is a growing concern with respect to chronic diseases and other health problems related to diet including obesity and cancer. Dietary intake, the process of determining what someone eats during the course of a day, provides valuable insights for mounting intervention programs for prevention of many chronic diseases. Measuring accurate dietary intake is considered to be an open research problem in the nutrition and health fields [1, 2] .
Mobile telephones can provide a unique mechanism for collecting dietary information that reduces the burden on record keepers. A dietary assessment application that uses a mobile telephone for collecting information would be of value to practicing dietitians and researchers [3, 4] . Previous results among adolescents showed that dietary assessment methods using a technology-based approach, e.g., a personal digital assistant with or without a camera or a disposable camera, were preferred over the traditional paper food record [3] . This suggests that for adolescents, dietary methods that incorporate new mobile technology may translate to improved cooperation and accuracy.
We described in [5] a mobile device food record (mdFR) that the team at Purdue University and the University of Hawaii Cancer Center developed using a mobile device (e.g. a mobile telephone or PDA-like device) to provide an accurate account of daily food and nutrient intake. Our goal is to use the mobile device with a built-in camera to allow a user to discretely record foods eaten. Each food item in the image is segmented, identified, and its volume is estimated [5] [6] [7] . Images acquired before and after foods are eaten can be used to estimate the food intake.
This system is known as the Technology Assisted Dietary Assessment System or the TADA System [5] . The TADA system consists of two main parts: a mobile application we refer to as the mobile device food record (mdFR) and the "backend" system consisting of the compute server and database system. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our proposed system. The first step is to send the image acquired with the mobile telephone and metadata to the server for automatic analysis, including image segmentation, food identification and volume estimation (steps 2 and 3). These results are sent back to the user where the user confirms and/or adjusts this information (step 4). In step 5, the server receives the confirmed information from the user. Based on the user feedback, refinements are done to the image segmentation and food labeling. Nutrient information is extracted using the USDA Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies (FNDDS) database [8] complemented with density data. FNDDS is a database containing foods eaten in the U.S., their nutrient values, and weights for different standardized food portions (step 6). Finally these results can be sent to the research community for further analysis (step 7). We have deployed this system on an Apple iPhone and it is currently being validated in the Department of Nutrition Science at Purdue University and the University of Hawaii Cancer Center among adolescents and adults.
Since we are interested in knowing how much food is consumed, we need to have a 3D calibrated imaging system. In the current version of the TADA system a user takes only one image of the food and 3D models are used to construct the 3D object [7] . Other approaches include acquiring multiple images of the food scene from different "views." The methods used for constructing the 3D information is beyond the scope of this paper. Whatever approach is used, we still have to have a calibrated imaging system that is calibrated both spatially and with respect to the colors represented in the scene. This can be accomplished by having the user acquire the image with a known object, e.g., a pen or PDA stylus, placed next to the food so one could use this to calibrate sizes in the image. One might also use the known dimensions of a plate or cup in a scene. Other a priori information in the scene such as the pattern on the tablecloth could also be used. We have chosen to use a checkerboard-like design as a particular type of "fiducial marker" for our calibration information. The fiducial marker is included in every image to provide a reference for the scale and pose of the objects in the scene and to provide color calibration information. After testing several designs, we decided to use a compact checkerboard pattern (see Figure 1 ). Several studies conducted by the Department of Nutrition Science at Purdue University asked participants to take images of their food before and after meals [4, 9] . Responses from the participants in these studies indicated that it would be easy to use a credit card-sized fiducial marker due to the convenient incorporation into their current lifestyles.
Through experimentation, the best properties of the checkerboard have been determined as follows: the pattern is an asymmetric checkerboard with [odd] × [even] dimensions, minimum 4 tiles per side, high contrast, matte finish, and rigid mounting. In our studies, it is a small (7 × 6 cm 2 ) colored checkerboard (see Figure 2 ). Lighting conditions and camera quality can affect the appearance of color in the acquired images. Since the recognition of food relies heavily on color features, it is important to incorporate color information into the design. We need to detect the fiducial marker in the scene so that we can use the calibration information. This is done using only the gray scale version of the image acquired from the camera. Since we use the color fiducial marker to also calibrate the color information in the scene, the gray scale image of the color marker has somewhat less contrast than a true black and white fiducial marker and can affect our ability to recognize the corners. Therefore we must take this into account when designing the color fiducial marker. Full utilization of the side information provided by the use of a fiducial marker and other contextual information is very important for dealing with the challenges involved in food classification and volume estimation from a single image. For example, food identification is a difficult problem since foods can dramatically vary in appearance [5] . Such variations may arise not only from non-rigid deformations, and intraclass variability in shape, texture, color and other visual properties, but also from changes in illumination and viewpoint. Color features play a very important role in food identification. Many food items have closely related colors under a wide range of illumination conditions. Thus, color correction plays a crucial role in dietary assessment methods [5, 10] . Most of these methods use some sort of fiducial marker for estimating unknown illumination conditions and subsequently use color correction methods for mapping the test image back to the reference illumination conditions. Similarly, the fiducial marker plays a key role in 3D reconstruction from 2D images for estimating the volumes of different food items [7, 10] . Hence, integrating a real-time image color quality check on the mobile device will result both in a better user experience with lesser user burden and in circumventing image analysis problems due to images of inadequate quality. This paper describes image color quality assessment methods using the mobile device and post processing for color correction. Our goal is to detect image quality problems before users "save" images of their meals and assist them with capturing better images. Apart from the general notion of image quality such as sharpness, in the context of dietary assessment, good quality images need to satisfy specific requirements such as the presence of the fiducial marker and appropriate camera pose. Based on our user studies the most significant reasons for poor quality images are: failure to detect the presence of the fiducial marker (forgetting to use the fiducial marker or overexposed/blurred images), spectral reflections, shadows, insufficient illumination, and blur.
While some of the correction steps can be done on the mobile device, computationally intensive steps including color correction are done on the server. Doing all the image quality assessment on the server and then sending back the response to the user is not feasible in most circumstances, due to associated network and computation delays. Mobile devices have limited computation power and some of the image quality check needs to be performed before the image is saved. We have found that a quick illumination check can be implemented on the mobile device without adding any perceptible delay in the image capture.
OVERVIEW OF COLOR CORRECTION
Color can serve as one of the key variables in imaging [11] . A consistent color descriptor of an object is very useful to improve the results of image analysis. The colors of objects recorded by camera depend on three factors. First, illumination conditions in the scene are unknown in most circumstances. Second, objects in the scene have different intrinsic surface properties which produces spectral reflection given the light conditions. Moreover, the capturing device has various photometric parameters (e.g., exposure time, white balancing, gamma correction) that affect the color representation of the objects in a scene. Therefore how one can increase the robustness of the color descriptor remains one of the major challenges for current color imaging systems.
Some approaches seek to overcome these problems by estimating illumination invariance color descriptors from a database of images. These features include the RGB histogram, color moments, and C-SIFT [12] [13] [14] . In [12] , a combined set of color descriptors with invariance properties surpass the performance of intensity based descriptors by 8% on category recognition.
Another approach to deal with this issue is to estimate the intrinsic relationship between images illuminated with reference lighting and images acquired with unknown lighting conditions. In this approach, color correction is often used for determining perceptual consistency. By using this process, the overall color characteristics of the image will be improved, and at the same time, color differences under low light conditions will be enhanced, which can also be beneficial to image segmentation.
Color correction, also known as color balancing is the global adjustment of the color intensities in an image. The goal of such adjustment is to render neutral colors in an image correctly. Color correction changes the overall colors in an image and is often used for colors other than neutrals to appear correct or pleasing. Methods for this type of correction are generally known as gray balance, neutral balance or white balance [15] . There are many color correction methods [16] [17] [18] . In general, most of these methods contains two steps: first, estimate the illumination color temperature of the scene by using the image data and statistical information. Then, use the illumination parameters to obtain the color corrected image. However, in our application, we not only have the illumination parameters which are estimated from the white patch on the fiducial marker, we also have the other color information from all 11 color patches on the fiducial marker. Our goal is to improve the overall color correction accuracy using all the information from the fiducial marker.
In an earlier approach we used the color correction method described in [19] . This approach represented illumination color features using the Macbeth color board with 24 colors. Conversion vectors were defined from a source illumination to a target illumination. Assuming that illumination A is the target, a conversion vector from illumination B to illumination A can be defined for each color patch on the Macbeth color board. For each color path i, the conversion vector C i is defined as the difference between RGB color of each path in illuminations A and B. Thus, the conversion vector from illumination B to illumination A, C A−B , is an average vector of conversion vectors of all color patches, equivalently,
The illumination conversion vector is then used according to the pixel color in images of illumination B. Let the RGB value of a pixel at (x, y) in the image of illumination B be (R xy , G xy , B xy ). This color value (R xy , G xy , B xy ) is corrected by adding the illumination conversion vector C A−B above as follows
We also adopted a simplified version of the approach proposed by Srivasrava, et al [20] to address the problem of visually matching two known display devices in color management systems. The method is implemented through the use of 3D look-up tables (LUT). In our case, we consider a uniformly sampled LUT of size 3 × 3 × 3. 
where ψ is determined by the chosen method. For example, a simple 1D linear interpolation is
However, illumination change from the reference image to the target image is often not uniform in the RGB color space and the color appearance of the scene is a complex process affecting several things including camera behavior, the illumination condition and surface reflectance. Therefore a single conversion vector or 3D interpolation may not be sufficient to accurately correct colors in different regions in the image. To correct colors in an image containing the color fiducial marker from unknown sources or illuminations, we propose below three chromatic adaptation models that use more perceptually uniform color space models.
SCENE ILLUMINATION DETECTION USING COLOR MAPPING
Our methods begin with capturing an image of the color fiducial marker using a digital still camera or a mobile device camera under an unknown illumination and the use of known color patches on the fiducial marker as the reference colors. As shown in Figure 3 , the next step is fiducial marker detection that will not be described here but is presented in [21] . After estimating 11 colors from the fiducial marker, we then evaluate the illumination condition by determining if the colors on the fiducial marker fall within a prescribed range of RGB values. The reason for performing the illumination check is to avoid bad illumination conditions, specifically too dark, too bright or wrong color temperature, and assist the user in capturing a better image before saving the image. Since the mobile device has limited computational power and memory resources, the color correction step is performed on the server (see Figure 1) .
The RGB components of the color patches on the fiducial marker from the acquired image are extracted and mapping between the reference fiducial marker colors and the colors from the fiducial marker from the acquired image are established [22] . Finally, this mapping is used to correct the colors of the acquired image to match the reference colors. We investigated three different color correction methods: a linear RGB to RGB transform, a nonlinear RGB to RGB transform, and a linear model in LAB color space.
Color Space Models
First, a linear RGB mapping color correction method based on the von-Kries model [23] is introduced. A chromatic adaptation transformation (CAT) mapping XY Z 1 in viewing condition 1 to XY Z 2 in viewing condition 2 to achieve a perceptual match can be formulated as follows:
where LM S wi , (i = 1, 2), is the LMS cone responses to reference white w i . H is a 3 × 3 non-singular matrix which represents a transformation from XYZ to LMS.
The transformation between RGB and CIE XYZ can be represented by a Bradford transform [24] : where T 3×3 is a forward transformation which is determined by the capturing device and illumination conditions.
We substitute Equation 5 into Equation 6 . Then, we obtain a linear model which contains conversion matrix D in Figure 4 as follows:
where R ori , G ori and B ori is the RGB values of the original image and R cor , G cor and B cor is the RGB values of the corrected image, respectively. The calibrated RGB value is simplified to the multiplication of the original RGB value with a 3 × 3 matrix D.
To determine the conversion matrix D, we formulate a least square regression problem that best transforms the 11 colors on the fiducial marker into corresponding reference colors:
Where "ref " is the sRGB values of the 11 colors on the fiducial marker under the D65 illumination [22] .
As described above, this method suggests a linear transformation between two RGB space images. However, this could lead to a over simplified system with low accuracy. We propose next a non-linear model with more color fidelity, where the color variation introduced by illumination conditions and camera models are considered.
In the previous model, we proposed a linear system based on the assumption that there is no interaction between each RGB channel. This assumption is not satisfied in many cases due to the factors including gamma correction, non-uniform illumination and image processing process integrated inside the camera. To account for these nonlinearities, we describe an approach for color correction using a non-linear 10 × 3 mapping between source image and target image. Let the vector P 10×1 contain the cross product and second order terms of "R ref ", "G ref " and "B ref " described above:
By using the 11 RGB values of the colors from our fiducial marker on the reference image and target image, the matrix D is formulated as an optimization problem.
Similarly to the last step of the linear model, the color correction image is obtained by multiplying the RGB value of the target image with 10 × 3 matrix D.
The last chromatic adaptation model we implemented is shown in Figure 5 and is based on the uniform CIELAB color space. Though both CIEXYZ and CIELAB are considered device-independent color spaces, the CIELAB color space includes all perceivable colors and is considered more perceptually uniform than CIEXYZ [25, 26] . Therefore, a linear mapping deployed in LAB color space might be more reasonable. A gamma correction is first used to obtain the linear RGB values. Based on the studies we have done we set the value of gamma to 1.1. After this, we map the original image from RGB to XYZ space with the Bradford Transform. The forward transformation matrix we are using is the sRGB standard with D65 illumination can be found in [27] . The following step is to normalize XYZ for the D65 white point. Finally, a non-linear forward transform between the normalized XYZ to LAB is obtained as follows [28] :
f ( The transform in CIELAB space is perceptually uniform. We use a 3-dimensional linear transformation that converts the 11 LAB 1 values of the color patches from the fiducial marker in viewing condition 1 to the 11 LAB 2 values of the color patches in viewing condition 2. The 3 × 3 mapping matrix D is obtained as follows:
Finally, a reverse transform is done to convert the image from CIELAB to RGB.
Sample color correction results using these methods, as well as comparison to the methods described by Choi [19] and Srivastava [20] are described next in Section 4.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed color correction methods the following experiment was performed. Two test targets were used in the experiment, specifically the TADA color fiducial marker as shown in Figure 2 and a GretagMacbeth Colorchecker [29] which is a calibrated color reference chart. Both targets were placed inside a "SpectraLight II" illumination booth which provides four uniform calibrated light sources: simulated daylight (CIE D65, 6500 K), horizon daylight (simulated early morning sunrise or afternoon sunset, 2300 K), CIE A (incandescent home lighting, 2856 K), and commercial fluorescent (cool white, 4000 K). Under each illumination an image of the targets was acquired using the camera on an iPhone 3GS.
The captured images under non-D65 illumination were then color corrected using the three methods described in the previous section as well as two other methods described by Choi [19] and Srivastava [20] . To evaluate the accuracy of each method, the euclidean distance between the average color of each color patch on the GretagMacbeth Colorchecker ) (see Figure 6 ) was obtained using Equation 17 and are shown in Table 1 . The euclidean distance is defined as: From the results summarized in Table 1 and Figure 7 , we can observe that our proposed methods usually have better color consistency in the various illumination tests than the methods derived by Choi [19] and Srivastava [20] in that the error, Δ, is smaller. Figure 7 shows the images after color correction.
The linear model in CIELAB color space has the best performance based on overall RGB error. When the white point is very different from D65 (i.e. Horizon light) it performs better than any other method. However, if we look at the individual color channels separately, it does not consistently have better correction. For example, the errors of the red and green channel under the incandescent light and the blue channel under the cool white light are 8.75, 9.65 and 3.97, which performs worse than some methods. This error could be introduced by the gamma correction step. Since we assume that we do not have any knowledge about the capturing device, the gamma value is fixed. The gamma value should be independent in each color channel and each device.
The linear model and the nonlinear model in RGB color space are better than the methods described by Choi [19] and Srivastava [20] . They both perform similarly and improve the overall color consistency. Nevertheless, we observed that these two methods introduce more error in the red and green channels under incandescent light. The reason for this error could be the simplified nature of our color appearance model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented three methods for illumination detection on a mobile device and several color correction methods. The proposed methods for color correction are deployed in the TADA system and are being tested under various lighting conditions. In the future, we can improve our methods by finding the gamma for each specific color channel and specific device and by exploring other factors(e.g. the reflectance properties of the object or the spectral sampling properties of the capturing device) that affect the color appearance model. We can also test our methods under more illumination conditions.
